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Models for confluent biological tissues often describe the network formed by cells as a triple-junction net-
work, similar to foams. However, higher order vertices or multicellular rosettes are prevalent in developmental
and in vitro processes and have been recognized as crucial in many important aspects of morphogenesis, disease
and physiology. In this work, we study the influence of rosettes on the mechanics of a confluent tissue. We find
that the existence of rosettes in a tissue can greatly influence its rigidity. Using a generalized vertex model and
effective medium theory we find a fluid-to-solid transition driven by rosette density and intracellular tensions.
This transition exhibits several hallmarks of a second-order phase transition such as a growing correlation length
and a universal critical scaling in the vicinity a critical point. Further, we elucidate the nature of rigidity tran-
sitions in dense biological tissues and other cellular structures using a generalized Maxwell constraint counting
approach. This answers a long-standing puzzle of the origin of solidity in these systems.
Multicellular organization in tissues is important to un-
derstanding many aspects of biology and medicine, such as
embryonic development, disease generation and progression.
Particularly in fully confluent epithelial tissues where cells
are densely packed and have tight adherent junctions between
them, the behavior and response of cells can be highly col-
lective and differ from the single-cell-level behavior. Many
models have been proposed to understand the emergence of
this collective behavior and the biophysical properties of tis-
sues. In the past two decades, a class of cell-based models
known as the vertex model has been developed to study ep-
ithelial tissue mechanics [1–24]. In the vertex model , each
cell is represented as a deformable polygonal inclusion, with
edges and vertices shared by neighboring cells. This class of
models often assumes exactly three cells meet at any vertex
in an epithelial tissue and four-fold vertices only occur as an
intermediate state during a T1 rearrangement.
However, in many tissues [25] higher-order vertices where
four or more cells meet can occur. A prominent example oc-
curs in Drosophila embryogenesis, where a mixture of T1-
junctions [26–30] (vertices where four cells meet) and multi-
cellular rosettes [31–36] (vertices with five or more cells) have
been observed during the elongation of the body axis. It has
been further shown that as the body length of the embryo dou-
bles due to a series of cellular rearrangements, a majority of
cells in the developing epithelium participate in rosette forma-
tion [32, 35]. The morphogenesis of the Drosophila eye is also
facilitated by rosettes [37]. In zebrafish lateral line develop-
ment, the lateral line is composed of mechanosensory organs
called neuromasts which are formed from rosettes composed
of 20 or more cells [38–40]. In other vertebrates, rosettes
have been observed in the neural plate of the chick [41] and
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mouse [42] embryos, in the development of the mouse visceral
endoderm [43], the kidney tubule [44] and the pancreas [45].
They are also observed in adults and in vitro such as adult
mammalian brains and cultured neural stem cells [46, 47].
The importance of cellular rosettes has been widely recog-
nized. They have been proposed as an efficient mechanism
for tissue remodeling and growth during the body elonga-
tion in the Drosophila embryo [32, 34, 35] and are thought
to be crucial for the orderliness of collective cell migration
in mouse visceral endoderm [25, 43]. Cancer pathologists vi-
sually inspecting histologic samples from tumors use cellular
rosettes as strong indications of malignancy such as medul-
loblastoma and retinoblastoma [48]. However, compared to
the large body of live-imaging and molecular studies [25],
there is surprisingly few modeling [43] and even less physical
understanding of rosettes regarding how they influence tissue
mechanics.
Here we develop a generalized vertex model and an effec-
tive medium theory that takes into account the presence of
rosettes. We also make experimentally testable predictions re-
garding the strong correlations and the interplay between cel-
lular topology and mechanical tensions in a tissue. We find
that the tissue rigidity is precisely controlled by the density
of higher-order vertices including rosettes and T1 junctions
as well as a single parameter that tunes intracellular tensions
in the tissue. The results show that a tissue behaving as a fluid
can be rigidified by the creation of just a few higher order
vertices. The transition between fluid and rigid states exhibit
many hallmarks of a second-order phase transition, such as a
growing correlation length and a universal critical scaling in
the vicinity a critical point. Furthermore, we offer a unifying
perspective on rigidity transitions in dense confluent tissues
and cellular materials by elucidating the nature of this transi-
tion using a generalized Maxwell constraint counting.
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Figure 1. Introducing higher order vertices into the vertex model . In conventional vertex models, all vertices have 3-fold coordination.
Here we apply a protocol that randomly collapses cell edges to create vertices with coordination higher than 3. 4-fold vertices are called
‘T1-junctions’ and 5-fold or higher vertices are termed rosettes. We characterize the state of a tissue by the average vertex coordination
number, Z. Simulation snapshots show states with different values of Z. Squares, five-pointed stars and six-pointed stars indicate vertices with
coordination of 4,5 or 6, respectively. Disks correspond to vertices with coordination of 7 or more.
I. GENERALIZED VERTEX MODEL
We begin with the most generic form of the vertex model
for a homogeneous tissue [2], where the total energy is given
by a sum over the mechanical cost of deforming individual
cells,
U =
F
∑
α=1
[
KA(Aα−A0)2+KP(Pα−P0)2
]
. (1)
The first term results from a combination of three-dimensional
cell incompressibility and the monolayer’s resistance to height
fluctuations or cell bulk elasticity [3, 8], where KA is a height
elasticity and Aα is the cross-sectional area (apical) of cell α
and A0 is the preferred area for the cell. The second term in
equation (1) is quadratic in the cell cross-sectional perime-
ter Pα and models the active contractility of the actin-myosin
subcellular cortex, with elastic constant KP [2], and P0 is an
effective target shape index, representing an interfacial ten-
sion set by a competition between the cortical tension and
the energy of cell-cell adhesion [5, 8] between two contact-
ing cells. In Eq. (1), the sum is over all F number of cells
in the tissue. The cell areas ({Aα}) and perimeter ({Pα}) are
fully determined by the positions of vertices {Ri}. Due to a
combination of cortical tension and cell-cell adhesion [2, 49],
each cell contributes an effective line tension [10] to adjacent
edges, controlled by P0, which can also be interpreted as a
geometrical non-dimensional shape index p0 = P0/
√
A0. It
was demonstrated that [2, 8, 18] the tissue undergoes a phase
transition at p0 = p∗0 ≈ 3.81, independent of the strength of
area constraints KAA0KP . When p0 ≤ p∗0, the tissue behaves like
rigid solid with a finite shear modulus. Above p∗0, the tissue
becomes soft and fluid-like with a vanishing shear modulus.
II. MANIPULATION OF CELLULAR TOPOLOGY AND
THE CREATION OF HIGHER-ORDER VERTICES
In developmental and in vitro examples, the general mech-
anism for rosette formation is the contraction of actomyosin
networks in cells [25] This can be manifested in several ways.
For example, in Drosophila body axis elongation rosettes
are due to planar polarized constriction [27, 28, 30, 32,
33, 35]; while in gastrulation and neural tube closure, acto-
myosin structures in the apical cell surface constrict to form
rosettes [38–40]. Also when cells delaminate or extrude from
epithelia [50–53], a vertex with more than four edges can be
left behind that becomes a center of a rosette. Similarly, a
multicellular rosette can also form as the result of a wound
closure [54, 55].
Here instead of focusing on the origin of cellular rosettes
which can be varied for different processes , we assume they
have been created via one of the observed mechanisms and
ask how their presence affect the mechanics at the tissue level.
In practice, we create rosettes and T1-junctions via a simple
protocol of random collapse of edges. During this process,
an edge is chosen at random and its length is reduced to zero.
The two vertices on the end of the edge is then merged into a
single vertex. The fractions of T1 vertices and rosettes gener-
ated in this random protocol turn out to be consistent with the
fractions in the fly embryo epithelial tissue during the germ
band extension [32]. We carry out this process while mak-
ing sure the number of cells F remains constant. These moves
model the convergence of vertices in developmental processes
and cell extrusion events.
Under periodic boundary conditions, the network will al-
ways obey Euler’s characteristic formula V − E + F = 0,
where V and E are the number of vertices and edges, respec-
tively. The density of higher order vertices is captured by the
average vertex coordination number, given by
Z = 2E/V. (2)
Beginning with a tissue at Z = 3 (i.e. containing only tri-
junctions), an arbitrary value of Z between 3 and 6 by apply-
ing a series of edge-collapse moves. Representative simula-
tion snapshots are shown in Fig. 1. After Z is changed, the en-
ergy is minimized using the conjugate-gradient method. For
simplicity, no additional topological changes are performed
(e.g. T1 transitions, cell divisions or cell apoptosis/extrusion)
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Figure 2. Tissue mechanical properties (a) The density of higher order vertices Z and the non-dimensional cell shape index p0 together
control the mechanical rigidity of the tissue. Here green data points indicate states with no floppy modes, i.e. mechanically rigid and purple
points highlight states with a finite number of floppy modes and zero shear modulus. When only tri-junctions are allowed (Z = 3), rigidity only
occurs for tissues with p0 ≤ p∗0. However, when a sufficient number of higher order vertices are present (Z > 3), tissues can be rigidified even
at p0 > p∗0. The dashed line indicates the phase boundary between rigid and fluid states, given by Zcrit(p0)(eq. 4). (b) The fraction of floppy
modes f0 as a function of Z at various values of p0 (from left to right, p0 = 3.829,3.83,3.832,3.834,3.836,3.838,3.84,3.842). Inset: When
the same data from (b) is plotted as a function of ∆Z = Z−Zcrit(p0), All data collapse onto a single universal curve indicating that the rigidity
transition occurs at a line of critical points given by Zcrit(p0). (c) For the data points in (b), the actual number of floppy modes is compared
against the prediction from the Maxwell constraint counting (eq. (8)). (d) Response of the tissue after a single edge collapse at Z = 3. The
displacement vector field of all vertices are shown. The red dot indicates the location of the collapsed edge near the center of the tissue.
during the minimization. This corresponds to looking at
when higher-order vertices are formed but not immediately
resolved [30, 32–35, 56] or in systems where they are persis-
tent for extended periods of time [42, 43, 57, 58]. We also
performed an alternative set of simulations in which T1 and
T2 (cell apoptosis) transitions are allowed as shown in ap-
pendix Fig. 11 which do not affect our findings. We apply the
protocol using two types of initial states at Z = 3: (1) random
tissue networks where cell shapes are obtained from a ran-
dom Voronoi tessellation [9, 24] and (2) an ordered hexagonal
tiling [2, 4] where every cell is a regular hexagon.
III. TISSUE MECHANICAL RIGIDITY TRANSITIONS
We begin by probing the mechanical response of the tissue
as a function of the average coordination number Z and the
non-dimensional cell shape index p0. In order to determine
whether the tissue is mechanically rigid, we analyze the zero
modes of the Hessian matrix
Miµ jν =
∂2U
∂Riµ∂R jν
, (3)
where Ri and R j are positions of vertices i and j while µ,ν
are Cartesian coordinates. The Hessian has dimensions of
2V × 2V and a eigenspectrum of 2V eigenvalues {λk = ω2k}.
The presence of zero eigenvalues indicate the loss of rigidity,
which would correspond to floppy modes or zero modes that
allow deformation of the system without changes in the to-
tal energy. The number of floppy modes N0 can therefore be
used as a measure to distinguish between the rigid and fluid
states. Mathematically, the number of floppy modes is just the
nullity of M, i.e. number of linearly independent solutions to
M|δR〉= 0.
In Fig. 2(a), the rigid states ( N0 = 0) and the fluid states
(N0 > 0) are shown for simulation results at all values pairs
(p0,Z). At Z = 3, the tissue undergoes a rigidity transition
at p0 = p∗0 ≈ 3.818 (p∗0 ≈ 3.722 for the hexagonally ordered
initial state (Fig. 9)). This recapitulates previous results on
tri-junction only tissues [2, 4, 8]. However, Fig. 2(a) further
shows that a fluidized tissue at Z = 3 can be rigidified when
Z is increased. The value of Z where the tissue rigidifies de-
pends on p0. The boundary between rigid and non-rigid states
4follows a line of transition points Zcrit(p0) given by
Zcrit(p0) =
{
3 p0 ≤ p∗0.
3+B [p0− p∗0] p0 > p∗0,
(4)
where the slope of the boundary separating solid and fluid
states (B ≈ 3.85) is obtained through empirical fitting. In ap-
pendix B we develop a meanfield model which provides an
accurate prediction for the numerical value of B .
To better understand how the creation of higher order ver-
tices can rigidify a tissue, we analyze the behavior of the frac-
tion of zero modes f0≡N0/(2V ) as a function of Z for various
p0 > p∗0 in Fig. 2(b). Using the relation of Zcrit(p0)(eq. (4)),
we then re-plot f (λ = 0) vs. Z−Zcrit in Fig. 2(b-inset) and
show that all curves can be collapsed onto a universal mas-
ter curve. This suggests that the nature of the rosette-driven
rigidity transition may be universal across different p0 values.
Strikingly, f0 decreases faster than the increasing number of
topological constraints Z, which betrays the Maxwell count-
ing theorem [59] in traditional rigidity transitions.
A. Nature of the transition
To explain the nature of the transition between the fluid and
rigid states in Fig. 2(a), we employ a generalized version of
the Maxwell constraint counting theorem [59]: the rigidity is
lost when the number of independent constraints no longer
matches the number of degrees of freedom (2V for the model)
and the number of floppy modes is given by the difference. It’s
tempting to simply prescribe one constraint per cell for each
area term and each perimeter term in eq. (1). However, this
will result in an erroneous counting of N0 = 2V −2F = (4−
Z)V , which deviates from the above numerical evidence and
suggests that the floppy modes should always be present as
long as Z< 4! To accurately perform constraint counting [60],
we apply the rank-nullity relation to the Hessian matrix:
N0≡Nullity(M)=
Degrees of freedom︷︸︸︷
2 V −
No. of indep. constraints︷ ︸︸ ︷
rank(M). (5)
and count the number of independent constraints for mechan-
ical equilibrium by calculating rank(M).
To illustrate this how this applies to the vertex model , we
will consider the Hessian of the energy without the area con-
tribution, i.e. setting KA = 0 in eq. (1). A complete calcu-
lation for rank(M) for arbitrary value of KA is performed in
appendix C. The calculate its rank, we first rewrite the Hes-
sian (eq. (3))
Miµ, jν = KP
[
F
∑
α=1
∂pα
∂Riµ
∂pα
∂R jν
+
E
∑
m=1
τm
∂2lm
∂Riµ∂R jν
]
. (6)
The first term in eq. (6) is positive definite and contribute a
total count of F to rank(M). The second term sums over all
E edges where where τm = (pα− p0)+ (pβ− p0) is the me-
chanical line tension [10] for an edge m shared by cell α and
β and lm is the edge length. The second term in eq. (6) can be
rewritten as
E
∑
m=1
τm
lm
eˆ⊥m eˆ
⊥
m , (7)
where eˆ⊥m = R (pi/2)eˆm is 90-degrees rotation of the edge unit
vector eˆm = lm/lm. Therefore, terms in this sum (Eq. (7))
are positive definite only for edges with τm > 0. As a con-
sequence, only edges with a positive tension contribute to
rank(M). This would result in E − E0 number of indepen-
dent constraints, where E0 is the number of edges with zero
tension τm = 0.
Together we obtain the rank of the Hessian matrix to be
F +E−E0. and the Maxwell rigidity criterion for the vertex
model
N0 =
Degrees of freedom︷︸︸︷
2 V −
No. of indep. constraints︷ ︸︸ ︷
[(E−E0)+F ] . (8)
Eq. (8) means that both change topology of the network (e.g.
changing Z,E) or changing the mechanical state (E0) can in-
fluence the rigidity of the tissue. For example, at Z = 3, Euler
formula dictates 2V = E +F and hence N0 = E0. This sug-
gests that zero modes emerge due to edges with zero tension.
Next we put this generalized Maxwell relation to the test by
directly comparing the predicted N0 using Eq. (8) to the num-
ber of zero modes calculated from the Hessian for different Z
and p0 in the fluid phase. We obtain an excellent agreement
between theoretical prediction and simulation data (Fig. 2(c)).
The agreement between the two measures in Fig. 2(c) implies
that the entire rigidity line in Eq. (4) is isostatic, i.e. the num-
ber of degrees of freedom matches the number of constraints.
The slope of this rigidity line can be obtained through a mean-
field model proposed in Appendix B, which is plotted as the
dashed line in Fig. 2(a). There are several special cases of con-
straint counting which are detailed in Appendix C and Table I.
First, there is a fixed upper limit to the number of independent
constraint, i.e. that they cannot exceed the degrees of free-
dom (i.e. rank(M) ≤ 2V ). There is also a lower threshold on
the number of constraints. When KA = 0, the number of con-
straints cannot drop below F . This means that when KA = 0,
it is not possible for a tissue to have zero modes when Z = 6.
When KA > 0, the number of constraints cannot drop below
2F . This means that a tissue will always be rigid for a state
with Z ≥ 4.
B. Non-local response near the transition
The rigidity transition is associated with a diverging
mechanical lengthscale at the transition. As higher order
vertices are created using the edge collapse move, each move
results in a topology change in the network where V →V −1,
E → E − 1 and Z → Z + (Z − 2)/(V − 1). These changes
reduce the number of zero modes by modifying the degrees
of freedom and constraints according to eq. (8). Furthermore,
rosettes and T1-junctions change the mean polygon geometry
and induce tension, which has non-local effects on other cells
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Figure 3. Shear modulus scaling in the rigid regime. (a) The shear modulus G as a function of Z− 3 for a range of p0 values. Here the
initial states at Z = 3 are disordered. (b) When data from (a) is re-plotted according to the critical scaling ansatz (eq. 9), they collapse onto
two distinct branches. The solid lines are predictions from the effective medium theory (EMT) (eq. (18)). (c) Average tension of the tissue as
function of p0 for various values of Z as indicated by the red arrow. Here Z = 3,3.2,3.4,3.6,3.8,4,4.2. The inset shows that the shear modulus
is always a linear function of the tension, regardless of the value of Z. The dashed line indicates a linear relationship. (d) The shear modulus
as function of Z−3 for a range of p0 values. Here the initial states at Z = 3 is an ordered hexagonal packing. At Z = 3 the rigidity transition
occurs at p0 = p0∗ ≈ 3.722 [2]. (e) Re-scaled shear modulus data according the scaling ansatz (eq. 9) show that all data collapse onto two
distinct branches. The black solid lines are predictions from effective medium theory (eq. (18)). (f) Average tension of the tissue as function
of p0 for various values of Z as indicated by the red arrow. Here Z = 3,3.03,3.05,3.07,3.1,3.12,3.14,3.17. The inset shows that the shear
modulus is always a linear function of the tension, regardless of the value of Z. Here the initial states at Z = 3 is a ordered hexagonal packing.
The dashed line indicates a linear relationship.
at a distance. To capture this effect, we start from a state at
Z = 3 and measure tissue response to an edge collapse that
creates a single four-fold vertex. Fig. 2(d) shows the displace-
ment map of all vertices in response to a single edge collapse
. Closer to the transition point of p0 = 3.81, the response is
highly non-local and involves a majority of vertices, with the
displacement vector forming spatially extended swirls-like
patterns. At p0 values further away from the transition,
the response is more localized. We quantify this growing
lengthscale closer to p∗0 by a spatial correlation function
of the displacement field Cd(r) = 〈d(0) · d(r)〉 shown in
Fig. 10(a). This growing lengthscale is highly reminiscent of
the diverging dynamical lengthscale approaching a jamming
or glass transition [61].
C. Critical scaling of the shear modulus
We next probe the tissue mechanics within the rigid phase
by analyzing the shear modulus. The shear modulus G (de-
fined in Appendix A) as a function of Z for different values
of p0 is shown in Fig. 3(a). The functional dependence of G
on Z separates into two regimes based on the value p0. For
p0 ≤ p∗0, G is finite as Z→ 3 and increases with increasing Z.
For p0 > p∗0, as expected from the behavior of zero modes, G
vanishes at the rigidity transition line Zcrit(p0). In the limit of
large Z, G becomes less dependent on Z.
Given the hallmarks of a critical point observed for (p0 =
p∗0,Z = 3) [8] and the rapidly growing correlation lengthscale
near the transition, we propose a critical-scaling ansatz for the
shear modulus
G= |p0− p∗0| f g±
(
∆Z
|p0− p∗0|φ
)
. (9)
g+(y),g−(y) are the branches of the crossover scaling func-
tion for p0 ≤ p∗0 and p0 > p∗0. Here y= ∆Z/|p0− p∗0|φ serves
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Figure 4. A phase diagram in Z− p0 space. The critical scaling of G suggests three distinct mechanical regimes. When ∆Z |p0− p∗0|φ,
the tissue is rigid with a shear modulus that is dominated by cellular mechanics which is encoded in the shape index p0. ∆Z |p0− p∗0|φ, the
topology of the cell network dominates tissue rigidity where the shear modulus has a power law dependence on the average vertex coordination
Z. The tissue becomes fluid like as floppy modes emerge at the line given by Zcrit(p0).
as the crossover scaling variable with exponent φ. In Fig. 3(b),
we re-plot all data using the rescaled variables G/|p0− p∗0| f
and ∆Z/|p0− p∗0|φ. The best collapse is obtained with expo-
nents f = 1.5± 0.1 and φ = 1.05± 0.05. Furthermore, the
branches of the crossover scaling function lead to two distinct
mechanical regimes: (I) When p0 ≤ p∗0, in the limit of y 1,
g−(y) = const or equivalently G ∝ |p0− p∗0| f . (II) When
y 1, the two branches merge or g−(y) = g+(y)∝ y f/φ. This
mean the shear modulus becomes independent of cell shapes
and depends only on the network topology or G ∝ ∆Z f/φ.
We also perform the scaling analysis on states initialized
from the hexagonal tiling. We calculate G for all data shown
in Fig. 9 and plot them as a function of Z and p0 values in
Fig. 3(d,e). Testing the same scaling ansatz (eq. 9) gives good
scaling collapse of and yield f = 1± 0.05, φ = 1± 0.05 and
p∗0 ≈ 3.722.
IV. EFFECTIVE MEDIUM THEORY
To better understand the scaling relations for shear modu-
lus, we develop an effective medium theory (EMT) [62–68]
near the critical point (Z = 3, p∗0). To capture the nature of the
tension-induced rigidity, we map the random tension network
described by the Hessian in eq. (6) to a uniformly stressed
medium whose Hessian is given by
M =M topo+ keffM ss. (10)
Here M topo maps to the Hessian term dependent only on the
topology of the tissue network which is given by the first term
in eq. (6) and M ss maps to the tension-dependent term (sec-
ond term in eq. (6)). keff is the effective tension, uniform on all
edges. Now, replacing the tension on edge m with km= τm/lm,
a random variable obeying the probability distribution,
p(k) = Pδ(k− k¯)+(1−P)δ(k), (11)
which characterizes both edges of zero internal tension and
the ones of order k¯ (a more general distribution is considered
in Appendix D), results in a scattering potential,
V =Mm−M =

(km− keff)e⊥mµe⊥mν if i= j ∈ ∂m
−(km− keff)e⊥mµe⊥mν if i 6= j ∈ ∂m
0 otherwise
,
(12)
where ∂m is the set of vertices defining the edge m.
The Green’s function of the perturbed system G can be
written in terms of the Green’s function of the effective
medium G = (M −ω2I )−1,
G = (M −ω2I )−1 = G +GT G , (13)
where T = −V ∑n≥0(−GV )n sums over all multiple-
scattering contributions of the edge m. The EMT assumes the
effective medium resembles the random medium if on average
the replacement does not effect the mechanical propagation,
i.e.
∫
p(k)G(k)dk = G ,
PT (km = k¯)+(1−P)T (km = 0) = 0. (14)
This results in the self-consistency equation given by
P
k¯− keff
1+(k¯− keff)Gm
+(1−P) −keff
1− keffGm = 0, (15)
where Gm= 〈G〉m= 2eˆ⊥m ·G ii · eˆ⊥m−2eˆ⊥m ·G i j · eˆ⊥m . The perime-
ters contribute F/V = Z−22 independent constraints on each
vertex, so on vertex i, tr〈GM 〉i,ω=0 = Z−22 +keff Z2Gm = d. So
7Gm = hkeff , where h =
6−Z
Z (A more strict derivation is done
for the honeycomb lattice in Appendix D). Inserting it into
the self-consistency equation eq. (15), we have the effective
tension
keff =
{
k¯ P−h1−h P≥ Pc = h= 6−ZZ
0 otherwise
. (16)
As P ∈ [0,1], Z∗ = 3 is the minimal coordination for vertex
network to be stabilized by tension. Number of zero modes
N0 = E(Pc−P) = E 6−ZZ −EP= 2V −F− (E−E0).
The elastic modulus is related to the Fourier transform of
the Green’s function as limq→0Ci jklqiqkG jl,ω=0 = 1 [69]. As
shown above, near the rigidity threshold, the Green’s function
of the effective medium is singular as G ∼ k−1eff q−2. So the
shear modulus scales as the effective tension, G ∝ keff ∼ k¯.
Effective Medium Theory predicts the critical scaling observed
in simulations
As shown in the insets of Fig. 3 (c&f), the theory predicts
that the shear modulus scales as the effective tension on edges,
G ∼ keff, which is determined by a self-consistency equation
and proportional to the mean tension in the network k¯ when
the Maxwell criterion is saturated N0 = 0. In the limit k¯→ 0,
the average tension vanishes with the geometric frustration,
G ∝ k¯ ∼ |p0− p∗0(Z)| f . (17)
Inserting the eq. (4), the scaling relation for the modulus
G ∝
 |p0− p
∗
0| f
[
1+ Z−3B|p0−p∗0|
] f
p0 < p∗0
|p0− p∗0| f
[
Z−Zcrit (p0)
B|p0−p∗0|
] f
p0 > p∗0
(18)
This implies that φ = 1. The EMT also gives the exponent
f . On one hand, from the definition of the energy eq. (1), we
have U/F ∼ k¯2 when KA = 0. On the other, the energy U is
a smooth function of p0 vanishing at threshold p∗0, so that we
can Taylor expand it near p∗0: U/F = c2(p
∗
0− p0)2 + c3(p∗0−
p0)3 + .... When the vertex network does not relax, for ex-
ample on the ordered hexagonal cells, the actual perimeter pα
stays as p∗0 as p0 decreases, so k¯ ∝ p
∗
0− p0, f = 1. When the
network does relax, the energy vanishes at the quadratic or-
der, c2 = 0, due to the floppy nature of the unstressed network.
To the lowest order, U/F ∝ [p∗0(Z)− p0]3, which implies an
exponent of f = 3/2. This explains the different exponents
found in the disordered and ordered cases, as also confirmed
numerically in Fig. 3 (c&f). The EMT prediction eq. (18) with
the only fitting parameter p∗0, shown as solid lines in Fig. 3 (b)
and (e), agrees well with the numerical results.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have revealed that the topology of the tis-
sue network (controlled by the average vertex coordination
Z) and the intracellular tensions (controlled by the parameter
p0) can greatly influence the rigidity of the tissue. The in-
terplay of these parameters give rise to a fluid to solid transi-
tion as well as different mechanical regimes in the solid phase.
The rich set of behaviors are summarized in a phase diagram
(Fig. 4). Until now, there has been a lack of theoretical ex-
planation for the recently observed jamming transitions and
rigidity in dense tissues [8]. Whereas conventional wisdom
on constraint counting would erroneously suggest that a tis-
sue should always be fluid-like, this work explains why Z = 3
states can be stabilized. It further offers a unifying perspective
on why a rigidity transition can be expected at all in a cellular
material by using an generalized Maxwell-constraint counting
approach.
This work makes several experimentally verifiable quanti-
tative predictions for cell shape and tissue mechanics. First,
our model provides a criterion to determine the rigidity of a
tissue from direct measures of cellular geometry. As the val-
ues of Z, cell perimeters {P}, and cell areas {A}, are experi-
mentally accessible, Eq. (B1) predicts that a tissue should be
fluid-like if p≡
〈
P√
A
〉
> p0(Z = 3)+B−1(Z−3) and rigid if
p≡
〈
P√
A
〉
≤ p0(Z = 3)+B−1(Z−3), where p0(Z = 3)≈ 3.8
and B ≈ 3.85 follow from the theoretical results of this pa-
per. Second, the scaling relation of how the tension of in
the tissue would grow with the creation of higher-order ver-
tices, 〈τ〉 ∝ (Z− 3)1.5 can be verified with tension measured
in laser-ablation experiments [30, 33, 70] or mechanical infer-
ence methods [35, 71–75].
Our result provides a direct understanding of the observed
fluidization of epithelium in Drosophila embryo develop-
ment [56]. Preliminary work [76] on measuring shape in-
dex (ratio between cell perimeter and
√
area) as well as the
coordination number Z in the developing Drosophila embryo
suggest the tissue is on the solid side but remains close to
the solid-liquid phase boundary before gastrulation; however
it crosses boundary and transitions into a fluid-like state when
ventral furrow forms and dives far into the liquid phase during
the fast germ band extension associated with rosette forming.
Further, our predictions that rigidity is lost and shear modulus
vanishing in the fluid phase is consistent with elastic moduli
measured in [56]. These observations [56, 76] suggest that
rigidity vanishes at the formation of ventral furrow and the
onset of fast germ band extension event.
We also predict a high degree of correlation between
higher-order vertices and adjacent edge tensions. A represen-
tative example is shown in Fig. 5(a & b). Here T1-junctions
and rosettes are marked in blue and cell edge are drawn with
widths proportional to the edge tensions. We consistently ob-
serve higher-order vertices coincide with nearby high edge
tensions. To quantify this correlation, edges are grouped ac-
cording to the degree of their adjacent vertices (Z1 and Z2).
This results in three different categories of edges: (1) edges
associated with only tri-junctions (Z1 = Z2 = 3), (2) edges as-
sociated with T1-junctions (at least one adjacent vertex is a
T1-junction), and (3) edges associated with rosettes (at least
one adjacent vertex is a rosette i.e. Z1 > 4 or Z2 > 4). The rel-
ative fraction for these edge types are plotted as function of Z
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Figure 5. Spatial correlation between higher-order vertices and tensions. (a) At p0 = 3.8 and Z ≈ 3.01, a few higher order vertices are
present and their creation causes the tension in the tissue to increase from Z = 3. Here higher order vertices are indicated by blue markers
and the thickness of cell edges are proportional to the tension magnitude. (b) Holding p0 = 3.8 constant and further introducing higher order
vertices brings the tissue to Z ≈ 3.06. There is a significant degree of correlation between higher-order vertices and heightened local tensions
(c) Relative edge tension due tri-junctions (red), T1-junctions (blue) and rosettes (black) plotted as function of Z at fixed p0 = 3.8. The solid
lines shows the median values of each group and shaded regions indicate the standard deviation. The relative tension is defined as the edge
tension scaled by the mean tension in the entire tissue 〈τ(Z)〉, which scales as (Z−3)1.5. Inset: The relative populations of tri-, T1 and rosette
vertices as function of Z.
in Fig. 5(c) inset. Interestingly, the statistics show very good
agreement Fig. 12 with the cell topologies measured during
Drosophila embryo elongation [32]. Next, for edge type we
compare their tensions to the mean tension of the entire tis-
sue, which is shown in Fig. 5(c). This predicts as Z increases,
the edges near higher-order vertices consistent carry more ten-
sion compared to tri-junction vertices. In particular, at the
onset of higher-order vertices appearing, tensions associated
with T1-junctions are in the range of 1.5± 0.3 times the ten-
sion near tri-junctions. Again these numbers match up well
with the experimental results from Drosophila embryo elon-
gation where tensions associated with edges pointing along
anterior-posterior (AP) direction is typically 1.7 times [33]
compared to edges pointing in the dorsal-ventral (DV) direc-
tion. While a more systematic study is warranted to model the
elongation processes in Drosophila development. Our min-
imal model suggest that the correlations between junctional
tension and cellular topologies may be more universal. For fu-
ture work, we will build on these general results to specifically
model the feedback mechanism that leads to rosette formation
in Drosophila embryogenesis where both increased rosette
count and increased tensions are predicted to emerge from the
myosin positive feedback loop [33, 77]. Finally, the criticality
of this rigidity transition results in non-local response to per-
turbations near the critical point, as shown in Fig. 2(d). We
thus expect the laser ablation [77] of cell edges to induce a
similar long-range effect to collapsing edges near the onset
of tissue rigidity. The spatial extension of the response could
even be used as an indicator of how far the tissue is from the
rigidity transition.
In this work we have focused mainly on the mechanics of
tissues with stable rosettes. However, rosettes in actual tissues
can vary greatly in their life-time. This ranges from rosettes
that are transient and resolve quickly to form new structures
to rosettes that persist for an extended period of time or may
not resolve at all. For example, the life time of higher order
vertices are thought to be linked to the Hippo pathway and the
force-sensitive protein Ajuba [58, 78, 79]. Our predictions are
therefore applicable to the mechanical response of the tissue at
timescales shorter than the rosette resolution time. In the ver-
sion of the vertex model here, we have not included biological
feedback of cells in response to mechanical stress. However
in Drosophila embryo elongation for example, myosin mo-
tors can slide more on actin in response to higher tensions
and as a result, the observed cell perimeters can change [12].
At the same time, myosin recruitment is stimulated to sus-
tain the perimeter at high tensions. These feedback events
occur at a characteristic time scale corresponding to the re-
laxation and resolution of rosettes. We would expect a break-
down of the static rigidity theory in these regimes. For the
Drosophila embryo this corresponds to a timescale of several
minutes [80]. Modeling dynamical movements and transient
formation+resolution of rosette will be an interesting avenue
for future research.
Another important aspect of this work is the use of a gener-
alized Maxwell constraint counting argument to explain why
rigidity transitions can occur in tissues in general. Whereas
conventional counting arguments suggest [81] that the ver-
tex model is always under-constrained, we show that this this
not to be the case through an accurate counting of mechani-
cal constraints. For example, conventional constraint counting
would predict that a cellular material should only be stable for
Z > 4. However, most epithelial tissues can be stable at pre-
cisely Z = 3. This work explains why Z = 3 states are stabi-
9lized and further offers a unifying perspective on why a rigid-
ity transition can be expected at all in a cellular material by us-
ing a Maxwell-constraint counting approach. Our understand-
ing of this rigidity transition is base on a generalized Maxwell
counting that properly count the critical role of tension. It’s
a natural extension of the stress-driven rigidity transition in
packings and fiber networks close to the critical topology with
Z = 2d [65, 82–84]. The appearance of the tension can also
be viewed as a result of the geometric incompatibility of the
material metric as studied in a continuum treatment of the ver-
tex model by Moshe and coworkers [18]. The similar insight
of tension and geometric compatibility was also proposed in a
recent study by Merkel and Manning [11] on the 3D Voronoi-
based cell model, a variation of the vertex model [9, 17, 85].
The constraint counting developed here can be easily gen-
eralized to the Voronoi-based cell models. In those mod-
els, the degrees of freedom are cell centers (whose number
is 2F) rather than cell vertices and the cell shapes are ob-
tained from a Voronoi tessellation of the cell centers. For the
same energy Eq. (1), the number of constraints is the same
as that given by Eq. (8), i.e. max(2F,E −E0 +F). Which
leads to a constraint counting that is given by N0 − Nss =
2F −max(2F,E −E0 +F). When edges carry tensions and
the number of constraints is greater than the degrees of free-
dom E−E0 +F > 2F , we expect there to be redundant con-
straints which will result in Nss states of self-stress. Interest-
ingly, when 2F > E −E0 +F , the counting leads to N0 = 0,
indicating that the system is always marginal and thus lack
of a transition to fluid in the linear response, as recently ob-
served and studied in [86]. However, the solid-fluid transition
is still evidently shown in the Voronoi-based model with self-
propelling cells [9, 24]. The nature of this observed transi-
tion is determined by two aspects. First, there is still a tran-
sition to self-stressed state when the number of edges under
tension, E−E0 becomes larger than the number of cells F at
the same threshold p0 = 3.81. Second, the marginal nature of
the system when p0 > 3.81 makes the linear response frag-
ile and plastic nonlinear processes (T1 rearrangement, rosette
formation, etc.) take over the response, so that the system
behaves as a liquid whenever a finite energy is injected to it.
This is supported by an ongoing work [76], which appears to
show that in the marginal range of Voronoi-based cell models,
T1 rearrangements can be easily triggered with a perturbation
whose magnitude vanishes with the system size. This could
very well suggest an example where the Maxwell constraint
counting and linear-response theory fails to predict the loss of
the rigidity.
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Appendix A: Simulations Methods
We simulate tissues composed of N = 625 cells under peri-
odic boundary conditions with box size L =
√
N = 25 which
is commensurate with the value of preferred cell area of unity.
We use Kp = 1 for the data shown in this paper. The value
of p0 is varied between 3.6 and 4.3. We carry out the pro-
tocol using two different types of initial states at Z = 3: (1)
random tissue networks where cell shapes are obtained from
the random Voronoi tessellations in the Voronoi-based cell
model [9] and (2) an ordered hexagonal tiling [2, 4]. After ini-
tialization, the vertex positions in the tissue is evolved to en-
ergy minimum using the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno
method [87] until the residual force magnitude on all vertices
is less than 10−8. The simulations methods are based on [8].
The shear modulus is calculated by considering the linear
response of the tissue to an infinitesimal affine strain γ. It is
given by [88]
G= Gaffine−Gnon-affine = ∂
2U
∂γ2
∣∣∣
γ=0
−ΞiµM−1iµ jνΞ jν. (A1)
Here Ξiµ is the derivative of the force on vertex i with respect
to the strain, given by
Ξiµ ≡ ∂
2U
∂γ∂riµ
∣∣∣
γ=0
(A2)
.
Appendix B: Mean-field model for determining the slope of the
rigidity line
The rigidity transition line in (p0,Z)-plane can be expressed
as eq. (4) or its inverse
p∗0(Z) = p
∗
0(Z = 3)+B−1(Z−3) (B1)
where B−1 = ∂p∗0(Z)/∂Z|Z=3 which captures how the critical
preferred perimeter changes when the number of edges per
cell changes. We then take a mean-field approach and replace
p∗0(Z) with the perimeter of a regular n-sided polygon (with
area of unity) of n= 2Z/(Z−2) sides
Pn = 2
√
n tan(pi/n). (B2)
to obtain B−1 = ∂Pn/∂Z|Z=3 ≈ 0.260. This mean-field ap-
proximation serves well to predict the slope of the transition
line (Fig. 2(a)). However, the properties of regular polygons
are not helpful for predicting the value of the transition point
itself (p∗0(Z = 3) = 3.81(disordered),3.72(hex)) which is an
emergent collective property of the system.
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Appendix C: Generalized Maxwell Constraint Counting for the
vertex model
1. Hessian (dynamical matrix) of the vertex model
We begin by calculating the Hessian matrix of the total en-
ergy, which is given by Eq. (1). Now since ∑αAα = constant
for a confluent tissue not undergoing cell number changes, it
is equivalent to work with the simpler form of energy
U =
1
2
F
∑
α=1
[
KAAα2+KP(Pα−P0)2
]
. (C1)
In Eq. (C1), we have also multiplied the energy by a factor of
1/2 for convenience when taking derivatives.
The network of cells is given by vertices (at positions {Ri})
and edges (specified by vectors edge vectors Lm). The relation
between edges and vertices is given by the directed adjacency
matrix gmi. Edge vectors can be calculated using
Lm =∑
i
gmiRi, (C2)
where gmi is nonzero if vertex i is on edge m; it is +1 ver-
tex i forms the head of edge vector m and −1 if it is the tail.
The relation between edges and facets (cells) is given by edge-
facet adjacency matrices hmα, which is+1(−1) if edge m goes
counter-clockwise (clockwise) around facet α and zero other-
wise. In this notation, both the area and the perimeter can be
written in vertices and edges,
Aα =
1
4∑m,i
|gmi|hmα(Ri×Lm) · z =−14∑m,i
|gmi|hmαRi ·L⊥m
Pα =∑
m
|hmα|Lm.
(C3)
First, it is instructive to calculate the total force on each vertex,
which is given by the gradient of Eq. (C1),
fiµ ≡− ∂U∂Riµ =
F
∑
α=1
[
KAAα
∂Aα
∂Riµ
+KP(Pα−P0) ∂Pα∂Riµ
]
. (C4)
Based on the definitions of area and perimeter (eq (C3)), we
obtain the geometric derivatives
∂Aα
∂Riµ
=−1
2∑m
|gmi|hmαLme⊥mµ and
∂Pα
∂Riµ
=∑
m
|hmα|gmiemµ.
(C5)
Therefore using Eq. (C5) it is possible to rewrite Eq. (C4) in
terms of a sum over all edges
fiµ =−
E
∑
m=1
(
−1
2
KAσmLm|gmi|e⊥mµ+KPτmgmiemµ
)
(C6)
where we have separated the force on each vertex into two mu-
tually orthogonal components: a component along the edge
vector eˆm ≡ Lm/Lm and a component perpendicular to the
edge vector given by eˆ⊥m = R (pi/2)eˆm, or the edge vector ro-
tated by pi/2. The magnitude of forces are given by
τm =∑
α
|hmα|(Pα−P0) = [(Pα−P0)+(Pβ−P0)],
σm =∑
α
hmαAα = Aα−Aβ.
(C7)
KPτm is the line tension due to mismatch between the ac-
tual perimeters of cell α and β from the preferred perimeter.
KAσm/2 is the pressure due to the difference between the areas
of cells α and β.
The Hessian is a 2V ×2V matrix given by
M jν,iµ ≡ ∂U
2
∂R jν∂Riµ
=∑
m
[
KP
(
∂τm
∂R jν
gmiemµ+
∂emµ
∂R jν
τmgmi
)
− 1
2
KA
(
∂σm
∂R jν
L⊥mµ|gmi|+
∂L⊥mµ
∂R jν
σm|gmi|
)] (C8)
which can be written explicitly as
M jν,iµ =
E
∑
m=1
E
∑
n=1
[
KP enνgn j ∗Hnm ∗ emµgmi
+KP e⊥nνgn j ∗Tnm ∗ e⊥mµgmi
+
KA
4
e⊥nνgn j ∗ H˜nm ∗ e⊥mµgmi
+
KA
2
enνgn j ∗Σnm ∗ e⊥mµgmi
− KA
2
e⊥nνgn j ∗Σnm ∗ emµgmi
]
.
(C9)
Eq. (C9) has been written in a symmetric form where each
term is a (2V×2V ) matrix decomposed into a product of three
matrices (2V ×E)(E×E)(E×2V ). Here the E×E matrices
are defined as
Hnm =
F
∑
α=1
|hnαhmα|
H˜nm = LnLm
F
∑
α=1
hnαhmα
Tnm =
τm
Lm
δnm
Σnm = σmδnm.
(C10)
The matrices H, H˜ give the relationship between edges and
facets. T,Σ are diagonal matrices which give the tension and
pressure on each edge. The geometric property of edges and
relationship between edges and vertices is captured by the
2V ×E matrices
S‖n, j,ν = enνgn j
S⊥n, j,ν = e
⊥
nνgn j
(C11)
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which are mutually independent by definition. In matrix form,
Eq. (C9) can be written using Eqs. (C11) and (C10) in matrix
form as a product of block matrices.
M = S C ST
=
(
S‖ | S⊥
)( KPH − 12KAΣ
1
2KAΣ KPT +
1
4KAH˜
)(
S‖ | S⊥
)T
.
(C12)
Here we have defined the augmented matrix S ≡ (S‖ | S⊥).
And a 2E×2E block matrix
C =
(
KPH − 12KAΣ
1
2KAΣ KPT +
1
4KAH˜
)
. (C13)
C is block anti-symmetric.
2. Constraint counting
We apply the rank-nullity theorem to the Hessian matrix in
order to accurately count the number of constraints [60]
rank(M)+nullity(M) = 2V. (C14)
The rank of M give the number of independent constraints for
force balance [60, 66]. The nullity of M is the dimension-
ality of the null space of M, i.e. the number of solutions to
M|δRi〉 = 0. These correspond to the number of ways to in-
finitesimally perturb the vertices such that the energy of the
system does not change. This is exactly the number of zero-
modes in the Hessian, which we have termed N0. Therefore
the constrain counting becomes
nullity(M) = N0 =
Degrees of freedom︷︸︸︷
2 V −
No. of indep. constraints︷ ︸︸ ︷
rank(M) .
(C15)
To calculate the rank of M, we first note that it has a triv-
ial upper bound of 2V (in which case N0 = 0). Additionally
since M is a product of S and C and S is full rank, it follows
that 1 rank(M) = rank(C) and by application of Guttman rank
additivity of a block matrix [89] we can write down a general
relation
rank(M) =rank(KP H)+
rank(KP T +
1
4
KAH˜+
1
4
K2AK
−1
P Σ H
† Σ).
(C16)
In Eq. (C16), H† is the Morse-Penrose pseudo-inverse of H
since below we will show that it is always less than full rank
and therefore not invertible. Since H can be expressed as a
product of matrices with lesser rank F( Eq. (C10)), it always
holds that rank(H) = F . The reason that the pseudo-inverse
can be done without changing the actual dimension of the C
1 rank(AB) = min(rank(A), rank(B))
matrix is that one can show that the rank of Σ is also F , and
these F directions are not independent of the F directions in
H.
In the case of KA = 0, rank(M) = rank(H)+ rank(T ). The
rank of T is precisely given by the number of edges with τm >
0 ( Eq. (C10)) which we have defined as E−E0 in the main
text. Hence the constraint counting for when KA = 0 is given
by
N0 = 2V −min [2V,(E−E0+F)] . (C17)
The minimum function is used in Eq. (C17) because the rank
of a matrix can not exceed the its largest dimension
When KA > 0 the rank M can take on a continuum of val-
ues, however it is still possible to give bounds for the rank
of M. First even when all tensions and pressures vanish, i.e.
τm = 0, σm = 0 on all edges, the ranks of both H and H˜ would
still remain at F . This would provide the lower bound of
rank(M) ≥ 2F . On the other hand, when all even when all
tensions and pressures are finite, the second term in Eq. (C16)
cannot exceed E +F . We therefore obtain the limits for the
constraint counting Eq. (C15)
2V − (E+F)≤ N0 ≤ 2V −2F. (C18)
When zero tension edges are taken into account, we obtain the
more general result
N0 =
Degrees of freedom︷︸︸︷
2 V −
No. of indep. constraints︷ ︸︸ ︷
min [2V,max(2F,E−E0+F)] .
(C19)
We explicitly test this in a system of F = 625 cells at fixed
Z = 3. In Fig. 6, the number of zero modes are first calculated
directed from the Hessian matrix and plotted for states at vari-
ous values of p0. The quantity 2V − (E−E0+F) is also plot-
ted as function of p0 for the same states and they closely track
the behavior of N0 until 2V − (E −E0 +F) becomes larger
than the upper limit of zero modes, 2V −2F .
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Figure 6. Maxwell counting in the vertex model is given by N0 =
2V −max(2F,E−E0 +F).
Eq. (C18) also allows us to make interesting predictions.
Using the fixed topological relations E = ZV/2 and F = (Z−
2)V/2, Eq. (C18) becomes a condition for the fraction of zero
modes in the system f0, which is given by
f0 ≡ N02V ∈ [0,
4−Z
2
]. (C20)
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Model Nconstraint = rank(M) Rigidity criterion ( Nd.o. f . > Nconstraint) N0 = Nd.o. f .−Nconstrainta
KA = 0 min [2V,max(E+F−E0,F)] Z ≥ 31−E0/2E if (2−6/Z)E < E0 N0 =
{
(3−Z)V +E0 if (2−6/Z)E < E0
0 otherwise
KA > 0 min [2V,max(E+F−E0,2F)]
{
Z ≥ 31−E0/2E if (2−6/Z)E < E0 < E/2
Z ≥ 4 if E0 > E/2
N0 =

(3−Z)V +E0 if (2−6/Z)E < E0 < E/2
(4−Z)V if E0 > E/2
0 otherwise
a excluding the d = 2 number of trivial transitional zero modes
Table I. A overview of constraint counting in vertex model . The cases for when KA = 0 and KA > 0 are presented separately. The rigidity
criterion is the minimum value of Z needed to ensure rigidity. Note that the count of edges (E), vertices(V) and cells(F) are related through the
Euler characteristic (V −E+F = 0) and the definition for vertex coordination Z = 2E/V .
Eq. (C18) suggests that when Z > 4, no zero modes should be
present in the system. At Z = 3, the fraction of zero modes is
at most 1/2.
In Table I, we list the Maxwell counting for both KA = 0
and KA > 0 cases, with the rigidity criterion as well as the
number of zero modes in the system for all possible cases.
Appendix D: Effective Medium Theory Details
We derive the effective medium theory for the case with
only perimeter constraints, KA = 0 and KP > 0. To approxi-
mate the scattering behavior of the Hessian M = KPS‖HS‖T +
KPS⊥TS⊥T , we propose the following effective medium,
M =M topo+ keffM ss, (D1)
with M topo mapping to the cell topology term KPS‖HS‖T and
keffM ss corresponding to the stress contribution KPS⊥TS⊥T .
1. General stress distribution
We consider a general distribution of random stresses on
edges km = τmLm ,
p(k) = Pρ(k)+(1−P)δ(k), (D2)
where function ρ(k) is normalized in k> 0 with a single stress
scale k¯,
ρ(k) =
1
k¯
ρˆ(
k
k¯
). (D3)
Following the standard coherent potential approximation
procedure [66], the self-consistent equation of the effective
medium reads,
P
∫ ∞
0
dkρ(k)
k− keff
1+(k− keff)Gm +(1−P)
−keff
1− keffGm = 0,
(D4)
where Gm = 〈G〉m =∑iµ, jν gmie⊥iµGgmje⊥jν is singular as Gm =
h
keff
with h= 6−ZZ . Expanding near vanishing stress to the first
order of keff, we get
keff = k¯
h
aP
P−h
1−h , a=
∫ ∞
0
dx
1
x
ρˆ(x). (D5)
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Figure 7. Primitive cells of the honeycomb lattice.
2. Gm on honeycomb lattice
We derive Gm on honeycomb lattice, where Z= 3. The hon-
eycomb lattice contain two particles per unit cell, as shown in
Fig. 7, so the displacement is described by a four-dimensional
vector,
ul = (ul,A,x,ul,A,y,ul,B,x,ul,B,y), (D6)
for each unit cell l at Rl = R(l1,l2) = l1a1 + l2a2, where a
are primitive translation vectors. Setting the edge length of
hexagons to unity, a1 =
√
3( 12 ,
√
3
2 ), a2 =
√
3(− 12 ,
√
3
2 ).
In Fourier space,
uq = ∑l ule−iq·Rl ,
ul = 1N ∑q uqe
iq·Rl , (D7)
the elastic energy change becomes,
∆U =
1
2N2 ∑q,q′
uq ·M −q,q′ ·uq′ , (D8)
where N is the number of unit cells. For homogeneous hon-
eycomb lattice,
M q,q′ = Nδq,q′Mq. (D9)
We first need to compute the band structure for the first term
in the Hessian of the cell perimeter constraints when keff = 0.
Each unit cell contains a hexagonal cell on lattice. The six
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edges of a cell, labeled in Fig. 7, are
B1,q = (0,1,0,−1),
B2,q = (−
√
3
2 e
−i(
√
3
2 qx+
3
2 qy),− 12e−i(
√
3
2 qx+
3
2 qy),
√
3
2 ,
1
2 ),
B3,q = (
√
3
2 e
−i(
√
3
2 qx+
3
2 qy),− 12e−i(
√
3
2 qx+
3
2 qy),−
√
3
2 e
−i√3qx , 12e
−i√3qx),
B4,q = (0,e−i
√
3qx ,0,−e−i
√
3qx),
B5,q = (−
√
3
2 e
−i√3qx ,− 12e−i
√
3qx ,
√
3
2 e
−i(
√
3
2 qx− 32 qy), 12e
−i(
√
3
2 qx− 32 qy)),
B6,q = (
√
3
2 ,− 12 ,−
√
3
2 e
−i(
√
3
2 qx− 32 qy), 12e
−i(
√
3
2 qx− 32 qy)).
(D10)
The corresponding Hessian is,
M topoq =
6
∑
m,l=1
Bm,q⊗Bl,−q =
(
M topo1 M
topo
12
M topo21 M
topo
2
)
, (D11)
where
M topo1 =M
topo∗
2 =
(
3
2 (1− cos
√
3qx)
√
3i( 12 sin
√
3qx− sin
√
3
2 qxe
i 32 qy)
−√3i( 12 sin
√
3qx− sin
√
3
2 qxe
−i 32 qy) 32 +
1
2 cos
√
3qx−2cos
√
3
2 qx cos
3
2qy
)
, (D12)
M topo12 =M
topo∗
21 =
(
3
2 (1− cos
√
3qx) −
√
3i( 12 sin
√
3qx− sin
√
3
2 qxe
−i 32 qy)
−√3i( 12 sin
√
3qx− sin
√
3
2 qxe
−i 32 qy) −cos2
√
3
2 qx+2cos
√
3
2 qxe
−i 32 qy − e−i3y
)
. (D13)
There are three zero bands and one acoustic branch for each
unit cell. Besides a normalization prefactor, they are
ψ˜0,1 =
(
g
e−iq·eˆ1c(q)g∗
)
,
ψ˜0,2 =
(
g
−e−iq·eˆ1c(q)g∗
)
,
ψ˜0,3 =
(
f
e−iq·eˆ1 f∗
)
,
ψ˜a =
(
f
−e−iq·eˆ1 f∗
)
,
(D14)
where f = ∑3j=1 eˆ jeiq·eˆ j , g = ∑
3
j=1 eˆ⊥j e−iq·eˆ j , and c(q) =
− 1√
3+2η(q)
∑3j=1 e−iq·eˆ j with η(q) =
1
2 ∑ j 6=k e
iq·(eˆ j−eˆk). The
acoustic branch corresponds to dilation modes of cells, obey-
ing the dispersion relation λtopoa = 2(3−η(q)).
Include the internal tension keff > 0 contribution to the Hes-
sian matrix,
keffM ssq = keff
3
∑
j=1
D j,q⊗D j,−q = keff
(
M ss1 M ss12
M ss21 M ss2
)
, (D15)
where vectors D correspond to the perpendicular directions,
D1,q =(−1,0,1,0);
D2,q =
(
1
2
e−i(
√
3
2 qx+
3
2 qy),−
√
3
2
e−i(
√
3
2 qx+
3
2 qy),−1
2
,
√
3
2
);
D3,q =
(
1
2
e−i(−
√
3
2 qx+
3
2 qy),
√
3
2
e−i(−
√
3
2 qx+
3
2 qy),−1
2
,−
√
3
2
).
(D16)
M ss1 =M ss2 =
3
2
I , (D17)
M ss12 =M ss∗21
=
(
−1− 12e−i
3
2 qy cos
√
3
2 qx −i
√
3
2 e
−i 32 qy sin
√
3
2 qx
−i
√
3
2 e
−i 32 qy sin
√
3
2 qx − 32e−i
3
2 qy cos
√
3
2 qx
)
.
(D18)
Band structure of M ss includes one zero band, one acoustic
branch and two optical branches,
φ˜0 =
(
f
−e−iq·eˆ1 f∗
)
,
φ˜a =
(
g
e−iq·eˆ1c(q)g∗
)
,
φ˜o,1 =
(
g
−e−iq·eˆ1c(q)g∗
)
,
φ˜o,2 =
(
f
e−iq·eˆ1 f∗
)
(D19)
corresponding to λss0 = 0, λ
ss
a =
3
2 −
√
3+2η(q)
2 , λ
ss
o,1 =
3
2 +√
3+2η(q)
2 , and λ
ss
o,2 = 3.
Notice that the only acoustic branch of M topoq is the only
zero band of M ssq . So when there is internal tension keff > 0,
the full Hessian matrix
M q(keff) =M topoq + keffM ssq (D20)
is invertible,
Gm=
∫
1BZ
d2q
v1
D1,−q ·UqU†q
[
M q(keff)−ω2I
]−1
UqU†q ·D1,q,
(D21)
where
14
Uq = (φ0,φa,φo,1,φo,2)
=
1
2
√
3−η(q)
(
f g g f
−e−iq·eˆ1 f∗ e−iq·eˆ1c(q)g∗ −e−iq·eˆ1c(q)g∗ e−iq·eˆ1 f∗
)
.
(D22)
So Gm|ω=0 = 1keff .
3. Phase diagram far from Z = 3
In the main text, we have derived the phase diagram near
the critical point (Z = 3, p∗0), illustrated by the left panel in
Fig. 8. Though we do see a cross-over from the perimeter
dominated region to the topology dominated region, the nature
of the rigidity does not change in the vicinity of tri-junction
tissues Z = 3. As long as the number of constraints 2F < 2V
and Z < Zc = 4 (or when KA = 0, F < 2V and Z < Zc = 6),
internal tension k > 0 is necessary to stabilize the structure,
as illustrated in the phase diagram with internal tension as a
control parameter in the right panel of Fig. 8. Above Zc, the
topology alone can rigidify the structure, and the solid-liquid
transition happens along the line, Z−Zc ∼
√−k as predicted
in [65], shown in Fig. 8. In this new topology dominated re-
gion, the shear modulus crossovers to a linear dependence on
the junction connectivity Z−Zc.
p0
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Figure 8. Left: Phase diagram Z-p0. Right: Phase diagram Z-k,
where Zc = 4 for KA > 0 and Zc = 6 for KA = 0. The solid-fluid
boundary is shown by the blue line. The red lines separate the re-
gions where mechanical moduli are dominated by different control
parameters.
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Figure 9. (a) Application of the edge pinch to a initially ordered hexagonal lattice. (b) The corresponding Z− p0 phase diagram. Color bar
gives the fraction of floppy modes in the tissue.
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Figure 10. (a) Spatial autocorrelation of the vertex displacement field
after a single edge is pinched at Z = 3. The dot on each curve indi-
cates the location of the negative dip inC~d(r) which defines the swirl
size ξd . (b) The swirl size ξd associated with a single edge pinch
at Z = 3. In the rigid tissue, the swirl size spans the on the order
of the tissue size but decreases in the fluid tissue. This suggests that
near the fluid solid transition, a single pinched edge will have long
range effects where as deeper in the fluid state the effect of pinching
is much more local.
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Fig. 3. Schematic of a network rearrangement called a T1
transition. Two threefold vertices combine to form a fourfold
vertex, which subsequently decomposes into two new threefold
vertices. The overall topology of the network is changed during
this process, and cells change their neighbourship relation.
Fig. 4. Schematic of a network rearrangement called a T2
transition. A cell shrinks to zero area and is removed from the
lattice. This process corresponds to the extrusion of a cell from
an epithelium (apoptosis).
ℓ of the triangles. Depending on parameter values we find
three distinct behaviours: (a) instability of triangles with
respect to spontaneous cell extrusion, (b) locally stable
triangles with a barrier to cell extrusion, and (c) globally
stable triangles in region IV of fig. 2.
5.2 Energetics of manyfold vertices
The energetics of manyfold vertices in the vertex model are
relevant for the dynamics of boundary rearrangements, i.e.
T1 transitions. A manyfold vertex is unstable if there ex-
ists a decomposition into infinitesimally separated three-
fold vertices that lowers the potential F of the network.
For example, a fourfold vertex can be replaced with two
threefold vertices in two topologically different ways, see
fig. 3. Our work suggests that manyfold vertices are un-
stable if all cells are equivalent (common values of A0, Λ,
Γ , and K), unless a = 1 and p = p0. A general proof of
this statement is lacking, but it holds true for any case
investigated.
Consider for example the case where cells meeting at a
fourfold vertex have equal area a ̸= 1 and equal perimeter
p ̸= p0. If a fourfold vertex decomposes into two threefold
vertices then the total energy change is
δF =
1
N
∑
α
[
(aα − 1)δaα + Γ (pα − p0)δpα
]
, (17)
plus terms of order δa2α and δp
2
α. Substituting aα = a and
pα = p, eq. (17) reduces to
δF =
Γ (p− p0)
N
∑
α
δpα. (18)
Thus the change in potential during decomposition of
a fourfold vertex is proportional to the total perimeter
change in this case. There are two topologically distinct
ways to decompose a fourfold vertex into two threefold
vertices, see fig. 3. For each of these two topologically
distinct decompositions, there is a continuum of possi-
ble variations, assuming that infinitesimal movements of
the resulting threefold vertices are permitted. As a conse-
quence, there always exist many decompositions of a four-
fold vertex into threefold vertices, some of which increase
and some of which decrease the total perimeter. Thus it
is possible to lower the potential of the network by de-
composing the fourfold vertex, and the fourfold vertex is
always unstable in this case. Finally, if cells are unequal in
their mechanical properties then stable manyfold vertices
can occur.
6 Cell division and tissue growth
Thus far we have defined the ground states of the vertex
model and discussed topological processes necessary for
the analysis of physiologically relevant states, see sects. 3
and 5. Here we exposit quasistatic algorithms that de-
scribe cell division and tissue growth in the vertex model.
6.1 Cell division in the vertex model
In the vertex model, cell division can be introduced by the
following steps [3] (algorithm I): i) Initially the network is
in a force-balanced state, i.e. a local minimum of F . ii) A
cell α is selected to divide. iii) The preferred area A
(0)
α of
cell α is doubled quasistatically. iv) A new cell boundary
is introduced bisecting the cell α into two daughter cells.
In the case of isotropic cell division, the new cell bond
has a random orientation. We choose it to pass through
the center of cell α, defined as the average of the vertex
positions of that cell. v) The preferred areas A
(0)
α of the
daughter cells are reset to the original preferred area of
cells. vi) The system is relaxed to a force-balanced con-
figuration1. This relaxation introduces network rearrange-
ments by T1 and T2 transitions. A detailed discussion of
the algorithms used to account for topological changes are
given in appendix B.
For simplicity and to improve computational perfor-
mance, the steps described above can be reduced as fol-
lows (algorithm II): i) Initially the network is in a force-
balanced state. ii) A cell α is selected to divide. iii) The
cell α is bisected into two daughter cells by inserting a
new cell bond. This new cell bond has a random orien-
tation and passes through the geometric center of cell α.
iv) The system is relaxed to a force-balanced state. We
show in appendix C that algorithm I and II give very sim-
ilar results, and that for practical purposes algorithm II is
sufficient to describe tissue morphology.
1 Both here and in ref. [3] force-balanced states are obtained
using the Polak-Ribie`re variant of the conjugate gradient al-
gorithm [29], e.g., as implemented in the GNU Scientific Li-
brary [30].
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transition. Two threefold vertices combine to form a fourfold
vertex, which subsequently decomposes into two new threefold
vertices. The overall topology of the network is changed during
this process, and cells change their neighbourship relation.
Fig. 4. Schematic of a network rearrangement called a T2
transition. A cell shrinks to zero area and is removed from the
lattice. This process corresponds to the extrusion of a cell from
an epithelium (apoptosis).
ℓ of the triangles. Depending on parameter values we find
three distinct behaviours: (a) instability of triangles with
respect to spontaneous cell extrusion, (b) locally stable
triangles with a barrier to cell extrusion, and (c) globally
stable triangles in region IV of fig. 2.
5.2 Energetics of manyfold vertices
The energeti s of manyfold vertices in the vertex model are
relevant for the dynamics of boundary rearrangements, i.e.
T1 transitions. A manyfold vertex is unstable if ther ex-
ists decomposition into infinitesimally separated three-
fold vertices that lowers the potential F of the network.
For example, a fourfold vertex can be replaced with two
threefold ver ices in two opol gically different ways, see
fig. 3. Our work suggests that manyfold vertices are un-
stable if all cells are equivalent (common values of A0, Λ,
Γ , and K), unless a = 1 and p = p0. A general proof of
this statement is lacking, but it holds true for any case
investigated.
Consider for example the case where cells meeting at a
fourfold vertex have equal area a ̸= 1 and equal perimeter
p ̸= p0. If a fourfold vertex decomposes into two threefold
vertices then the total energy change is
δF =
1
N
∑
α
[
(aα − 1)δaα + Γ (pα − p0)δpα
]
, (17)
plus terms of order δa2α and δp
2
α. Substituting aα = a and
pα = p, eq. (17) reduces to
δF =
Γ (p− p0)
N
∑
α
δpα. (18)
Thus the change in potential during decomposition of
a fourfold vertex is proportional to the total perimeter
change in this case. There are two topologically distinct
ways to decompose a fourfold vertex int two threefold
vertices, se fig. 3. For each of thes two topologically
distin t decompositions, there is a continuum of possi-
ble variations, assum ng that infinitesimal movements f
the resulting threefold vertices are permitted. As a conse-
quence, there always exist many decompositions of a four-
fold vertex into threefold vertices, some of which increase
and some of which decrease the total perimeter. Thus it
is possible to lower the potential of the network by de-
composing the fourfold vertex, and the fourfold vertex is
always unstable in this case. Finally, if cells are unequal in
their mechanical properties then stable manyfold vertices
can occur.
6 Cell division and tissue growth
Thus far we have defined the ground states of the vertex
model and discussed topological processes necessary for
the analysis of physiologically relevant states, see sects. 3
and 5. Here we exposit quasistatic algorithms that de-
scribe cell division and tissue growth in the vertex model.
6.1 Cell division in the vertex model
In the vertex model, cell division can be introduced by the
following steps [3] (algorithm I): i) Initially the network is
in a force-balanced state, i.e. a local minimum of F . ii) A
cell α is selected to divide. iii) The preferred area A
(0)
α of
cell α is doubled quasistatically. iv) A new cell boundary
is introduc d bisec ing the cell α into two daught r cells.
In the case of isotropic cell division, the new cell bond
has a andom orien ation. We choose it to pass t rough
the center of cell α, defined as the average of the vertex
positions of that cell. v) The preferred areas A
(0)
α of the
daughter cells are reset to the original preferred area of
cell . vi) The sys em is relaxed to a force-balanced con-
figuration1. This relaxation in roduces etwork earrange-
ments by T1 and T2 transitions. A detailed discussion of
the algorithms used to account for topological changes are
given in appendix B.
For simplicity and to improve computational perfor-
mance, the steps described above can be reduced as fol-
lows (algorithm II): i) Initially the network is in a force-
balanced state. ii) A cell α is selected to divide. iii) The
cell α is bisected into two daughter cells by inserting a
new cell bond. This new cell bond has a random orien-
tation and passes through the geometric center of cell α.
iv) The system is relaxed to a force-balanced state. We
show in appendix C that algorithm I and II give very sim-
ilar results, and that for practical purposes algorithm II is
sufficient to describe tissue morphology.
1 Both here and in ref. [3] force-balanced states are obtained
using the Polak-Ribie`re variant of the conjugate gradient al-
gorithm [29], e.g., as implemented in the GNU Scientific Li-
brary [30].
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Fig. 3. Schematic of a network rearrangement called a T1
transition. Two threefold vertices combine to form a fourfold
vertex, which subsequently decomposes into two new threefold
vertices. The overall topology of the network is changed during
this process, and cells change their neighbourship relation.
Fig. 4. Schematic of a network rearrangement called a T2
transition. A cell shrinks to zero area and is removed from the
lattice. This process corresponds to the extrusion of a cell from
an epithelium (apoptosis).
ℓ of the triangles. Depending on parameter values we find
three distinct behaviours: (a) instability of triangles with
respect to spontaneous cell extrusion, (b) locally stable
triangles with a barrier to cell extrusion, and (c) globally
stable triangles in region IV of fig. 2.
5.2 Energetics of manyfold vertices
The energetics of manyfold vertices in the vertex model are
relevant for the dynamics of boundary rearrangements, i.e.
T1 transitions. A manyfold vertex is unstable if there ex-
ists a decomposition into infinitesimally separated three-
fold vertices that lowers the potential F of the network.
For example, a fourfold vertex can be replaced with two
threefold vertices in two topologically different ways, see
fig. 3. Our work suggests that manyfold vertices are un-
stable if all cells are equivalent (common values of A0, Λ,
Γ , and K), unless a = 1 and p = p0. A general proof of
this statement is lacking, but it holds true for any case
investigated.
Consider for example the case where cells meeting at a
fourfold vertex have equal area a ̸= 1 and equal perimeter
p ̸= p0. If a fourfold vertex decomposes into two threefold
vertices then the total energy change is
δF =
1
N
∑
α
[
(aα − 1)δaα + Γ (pα − p0)δpα
]
, (17)
plus terms of order δa2α and δp
2
α. Substituting aα = a and
pα = p, eq. (17) reduces to
δF =
Γ (p− p0)
N
∑
α
δpα. (18)
Thus the change in potential during decomposition of
a fourfold vertex is proportional to the total perimeter
change in this case. There are two topologically distinct
ways to decompose a fourfold vertex into two threefold
vertices, see fig. 3. For each of these two topologically
distinct decompositions, there is a continuum of possi-
ble variations, assuming that infinitesimal movements of
the resulting threefold vertices r rmitted. As a conse-
quence, there always exist many decompositions of a four-
fold vertex into threefold vertices, some of which increase
and some of which decrease the total perimeter. Thus it
is possible to lower the poten ial of the etwork by de-
composing the fourfold v rtex, and the fourfold v rtex is
always unstable in this case. Finally, if cells are unequal in
their mechanical properties then stable manyfold vertices
can occur.
6 Cell division and tiss e growth
Thus far we have defined he gro nd states of the vertex
model and discussed topolo ical processes necessary for
the analysis of physiologically relevant states, see sects. 3
and 5. Here we exposit quasist tic algo ithms that de-
scribe cell division and ti sue grow h i th vertex model.
6.1 Cell division in the vertex model
In the vertex model, cell divisi n can be intr duc d by the
following steps [3] (algorithm I): i) Initially the network is
in a force-balanced state, i.e. a local minimum of F . ii) A
cell α is selected to divide. iii) The preferred area A
(0)
α of
cell α is doubled quasista ically. iv) A new cell boundary
is introduced bisecting the cell α into two daughter cells.
In the case of isotropic cell division, the new cell bond
has a random orientation. We cho se it to pass through
the center of cell α, defined as the average of the vertex
positions of that cell. v) The preferred areas A
(0)
α of the
daughter cells are reset to the original preferred area of
cells. vi) The system is relaxed to a force-balanced con-
figuration1. This relaxation introduces network rearrange-
ments by T1 and T2 transitions. A detailed discussion of
the algorithms used to account for topological changes are
given in appendix B.
For simplicity and to improve computational perfor-
mance, the steps described above can be reduced as fol-
lows (algorithm II): i) Initially the network is in a force-
balanced state. ii) A cell α is selected to divide. iii) The
cell α is bisected into two daughter cells by inserting a
new cell bond. This new cell bond has a random orien-
tation and passes through the geometric center of cell α.
iv) The system is relaxed to a force-balanced state. We
show in appendix C that algorithm I and II give very sim-
ilar results, and that for practical purposes algorithm II is
sufficient to describe tissue morphology.
1 Both here and in ref. [3] force-balanced states are obtained
using the Polak-Ribie`re variant of the conjugate gradient al-
gorithm [29], e.g., as implemented in the GNU Scientific Li-
brary [30].
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transition. Two threefold vertices combine to form a fourfold
vertex, which subsequently decomposes into two new threefold
vertices. The overall topology of the network is changed during
this process, and cells change their neighbourship relation.
Fig. 4. Schematic of a network rearrangement called a T2
transition. A cell shrinks to zero area and is removed from the
lattice. This process corresponds to the extrusion of a cell from
an epithelium (apoptosis).
ℓ of the triangles. Depending on parameter values we find
three distinct behaviours: (a) instability of triangles with
respect to spontaneous cell extrusion, (b) locally stable
triangles with a barrier to cell extrusion, and (c) globally
stable triangles in region IV of fig. 2.
5.2 Energetics of manyfold vertices
The energeti s of manyfold vertices in the vertex model are
relevant for the dynamics of boundary rearrangements, i.e.
T1 transitions. A manyfold vertex is unstable if ther ex-
ists decomposition into infinitesimally separated three-
fold vertices that lowers the potential F of the network.
For example, a fourfold vertex can be replaced with two
threefold ver ices in two opol gically different ways, see
fig. 3. Our work suggests that manyfold vertices are un-
stable if all cells are equivalent (common values of A0, Λ,
Γ , and K), unless a = 1 and p = p0. A general proof of
this statement is lacking, but it holds true for any case
investigated.
Consider for example the case where cells meeting at a
fourfold vertex have equal area a ̸= 1 and equal perimeter
p ̸= p0. If a fourfold vertex decomposes into two threefold
vertices then the total energy change is
δF =
1
N
∑
α
[
(aα − 1)δaα + Γ (pα − p0)δpα
]
, (17)
plus terms of order δa2α and δp
2
α. Substituting aα = a and
pα = p, eq. (17) reduces to
δF =
Γ (p− p0)
N
∑
α
δpα. (18)
Thus the change in potential during decomposition of
a fourfold vertex is proportional to the total perimeter
change in this case. There are two topologically distinct
ways to decompose a fourfold vertex int two threefold
vertices, se fig. 3. For each of thes two topologically
distin t decompositions, there is a continuum of possi-
ble variations, assum ng that infinitesimal movements f
the resulting threefold vertices are permitted. As a conse-
quence, there always exist many decomp sitions of a four-
fold vertex into threefold vertices, some of which increase
and some of which decrease the total perimeter. Thus i
is possible to lower the potential of the network by d -
composing the fourfold vertex, and the fourfold vertex is
always unstable in this case. Finally, if cells are unequal in
their mechanical properties then stable manyfold verti es
can occur.
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model and discussed topologi al processes necessary for
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and 5. Here we exposit quasistatic algorithms that de-
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6.1 Cell division in the vertex model
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following steps [3] (algori hm I): ) Initially the network is
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cell α is selected to divide. iii) The preferred area A
(0)
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cell α is doubled quasistatically. iv) A new cell boundary
is introduc d bisec ing the cell into two daught r cells.
In the case of isotropic cell division, the new cell bond
has a andom orien ation. We choose it to pass t rough
the center of cell α, defined as the average of the vertex
positions of that cell. v) The preferred areas A
(0)
α of the
daughter cells are reset to the original preferred area of
cell . vi) The sys em is relaxed to a force-balanced con-
figuration1. This relaxation in roduces etwork earrange-
ments by T1 and T2 transitions. A detailed discussion of
the algorithms used to account for topological changes are
given in appendix B.
For simplicity and to improve computational perfor-
mance, the steps described above can be reduced as fol-
lows (algorithm II): i) Initially the network is in a force-
balanced state. ii) A cell α is selected to divide. iii) The
cell α is bisected into two daughter cells by inserting a
new cell bond. This new cell bond has a random orien-
tation and passes through the geometric center of cell α.
iv) The system is relaxed to a force-balanced state. We
show in appendix C that algorithm I and II give very sim-
ilar results, and that for practical purposes algorithm II is
sufficient to describe tissue morphology.
1 Both here and in ref. [3] force-balanced states are obtained
using the Polak-Ribie`re variant of the conjugate gradient al-
gorithm [29], e.g., as implemented in the GNU Scientific Li-
brary [30].
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Fig. 3. Schematic of a network rearrangement called a T1
transition. Two threefold vertices combine to form a fourfold
vertex, which subsequently decomposes into two new threefold
vertices. The overall topology of the network is changed during
this process, and cells change their neighbourship relation.
Fig. 4. Schematic of a network rearrangement called a T2
transition. A cell shrinks to zero area and is removed from the
lattice. This process corresponds to the extrusion of a cell from
an epithelium (apoptosis).
ℓ of the triangles. Dependi g on parameter values we fi
three distinct behaviours: (a) instability of triangles with
respect to spontaneous cell extrusi n, (b locally stable
triangles with a barrier to cell extrusion, and (c) globally
stable triangles in region IV of fig. 2.
5.2 Energetics of manyfold vertices
The energetics of manyfold vertic s i the vertex model are
relevant for the dynamics of boundary re rrangem nts, i.e.
T1 transitions. A manyfold vertex is unstable if there ex-
ists a decomposition into infinitesimally separated three-
fold vertices that lowers the potential F of the network.
For example, a fourfold vertex can be replaced with two
threefold vertices in two top logically different way , see
fig. 3. Our work suggests that manyfold vertices are un-
stable if all cells are equivalent (common values of A0, Λ,
Γ , and K), unless a = 1 and p = p0. A general proof of
this statement is lacking, but it holds true for any case
investigated.
Consider for example the case where cells meeting at a
fourfold vertex have equal area a ̸= 1 and equal perimeter
p ̸= p0. If a fourfold vertex decomposes into two threefold
vertices then the total energy change is
δF =
1
N
∑
α
[
(aα − 1)δaα + Γ (pα − p0)δpα
]
, (17)
plus terms of order δa2α and δp
2
α. Substituting aα = a and
pα = p, eq. (17) reduces to
δF =
Γ (p− p0)
N
∑
α
δpα. (18)
Thus the change in potential during decomposition of
a fourfold vertex is proportional to the total perimeter
change in this case. There are two topologically distinct
ways to decompose a fourfold vertex into two threefold
vertices, see fig. 3. For each of these two topologically
distinct decompositions, there is a continuum of possi-
ble variations, assuming that infinitesimal movements of
the resulting threefold vertices are permitted. As a conse-
quence, there always exist many decompositions of a four-
fold vertex into threefold vertices, some of which increase
and some of which decrease the total perimeter. Thus it
is possible to lower the potential of the network by de-
composing the fourfold vertex, and the fourfold vertex is
always unstab e in this case. Finally, if cells are unequal in
their m chanical properties then stable manyfold vertices
can occur.
6 Cell division a d tissue growth
Thus far we have defined the ground states of the vertex
model and discussed topological processes ne ssary fo
the analysis of physiologically relevant states, see ects. 3
and 5. Here we exposit quasistatic algorithms that e-
scribe cell division and tissue growth in the v rtex mo el.
6.1 Cell division in the v rtex m del
In the vertex model, cell division can be introduced by t
followin steps [3] (algorithm I): i) I i ially th netwo k is
in a force-balanced state, i.e. a local minimum of F . ii) A
cell α is selected to divide. iii) The preferred area A
(0)
α of
cell α is doubled quasistatically. iv) A new cell boundary
is introduced bisecting the cell α into two daugh r c lls.
In the case of isotropic cell division, the new cell bond
has a random orientation. We choose it to p ss through
the center of cell α, defined as th average of the ver ex
positions of that cell. v) The preferred areas A
(0)
α of he
daughter cells are reset to the original preferred area of
cells. vi) The system is relaxed to a force-balanced con-
figuration1. This relaxation introduces network rearrange-
ments by T1 and T2 transitions. A detailed discussion of
the alg rithms used to account for topological changes are
iven in appendix B.
For simplicity and to improve computational perfor-
mance, the steps described above can be reduced as fol-
lows (algorithm II): i) Initially the network is in a force-
balanced sta . ii) A cell α is selected to divide. iii) The
cell α is bisected into two daughter cells by inserting a
new cell bond. This new cell bond has a random orien-
tation and passes through the geometric center of cell α.
iv) The system is relaxed to a force-balanced state. We
show in appendix C that algorithm I and II give very sim-
ilar results, and that for practical purposes algorithm II is
sufficient to describe tissue morphology.
1 Both here and in ref. [3] force-balanced states are obtain d
using the Polak-Ribie`re variant of the conjugate gradient al-
gorithm [29], e.g., as implemented in the GNU Scientific Li-
brary [30].
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transition. Two threefold vertices combine to form a fourfold
vertex, which subsequently decomposes into two new threefold
vertices. The overall topology of the network is changed during
this process, and cells change their neighbourship relation.
Fig. 4. Schematic of a network rearrangement called a T2
transition. A cell shrinks to zero area and is removed from the
lattice. This process corresponds to the extrusion of a cell from
an epithelium (apoptosis).
ℓ of the triangles. Depending on parameter values we find
three distinct behaviours: (a) instability of triangles with
respect to spontaneous cell extrusi n, (b) locally stable
triangles with a barrier to cell extrusion, and (c) globally
stable triangles in region IV of fig. 2.
5.2 Energetics of manyfold vertices
The energeti s of manyfold vertic in the vertex model are
relevant for the dynamics of boundary rearrangements, i.e.
T1 transitions. A manyfold vertex is unstable if ther ex-
ists decomposition into infinite imally separated hree-
fold vertices that lowers the potential F of the network.
For example, a fourfold vertex can be replace with two
threefold ver ices in two op l gically different ways, see
fig. 3. Our work sugg sts that manyfold vertic s ar u -
stable if all cells are equivalent (c mmon values f A0, Λ,
Γ , and K), unless a = 1 and p = p0. A general proof of
this statement is lacking, but it holds true for any case
investigated.
Consider for example the case where c lls me ing at a
fourfold vertex have equal area a ̸= 1 and equ perimeter
p ̸= p0. If a fourfold vertex decompo es into two threefold
vertices then the to l energy change is
δF =
1
N
∑
α
[
(aα − 1)δaα + Γ (pα − p0)δpα
]
, (17)
plus terms of order δa2α and δp
2
α. Substituti g aα = and
pα = p, eq. (17) reduces to
δF =
Γ (p− p0)
N
∑
α
δpα. (18)
Thus the change in potential during decomposition of
a fourfold vertex is proportional to the total perimeter
change in this case. There are two topologically distinct
ways to decompose a fourfold vertex int two threefold
vertices, se fig. 3. For each of thes two topologically
distin t decompositions, there is a continuum of possi-
ble variations, assum ng that infinitesimal movements f
the resulting threefold vertices are permitted. As a conse-
quence, there always exist ma y dec mpositions of a four-
fold vertex into threefold vertices, some of whi increase
and some of which ecrease the total perimet r. Thus it
is possible to lower the po ential of the network by d -
composing the fourfold ertex, and the fourfold vert x is
always unstable in this case. Fi ally, if cells are u qual in
their mechanical properti s the stable manyfold v rtices
can occur.
6 Cell division and tis ue growth
Thus far we have defined the ground states of the vertex
model and discussed topological processes necessary for
the analysis of physiologically relevant states, see sects. 3
and 5. Here we exposit quasistatic algorithms that de-
scribe cell division and tissue growth in the ver x m del.
6.1 Cell division in the vertex model
In the vertex model, cell division can be introduced by the
following steps [3] (algorithm I): i) Initially the network is
in a force-balanced state, i.e. a local minimum of F . ii) A
cell α is selected to divide. iii) The preferred area A
(0)
α of
cell α is doubled quasistatically. iv) A new cell bo d ry
is introduc d bisec ing the cell α into two daugh r cells.
In the case of isotropic cell division, the new c ll bond
has a andom orien ation. We choose it to pas t rough
the center of cell α, defined as the average of the vertex
positions of that cell. v) The preferred areas A
(0)
α of the
daughter cells are reset to the original preferred area of
cell . vi) The sys em is relaxed to a force-balanced con-
figuration1. This relaxation in roduces etwork earrange-
ments by T1 and T2 transitions. A detailed discussion of
the algorithms used t account for topological c ang s a
given in appendix B.
For simplicity and to improve computational pe for-
mance, the steps described above c n b reduced as fol-
lows (algorithm II): i) Initially the ne wo k i in a force-
balanced state. ii) A cel α s selected t divide. iii) The
cell α is bisected into two daughter cells by inserting a
new cell bond. This new cell bond h s a random orien-
tation and passes through t e geometric center of c ll α.
iv) The system is relaxed t a force-balanced state. W
show in appendix C th t algorithm I and II give very sim-
ilar results, and that for practical purposes algorithm II is
sufficient to describe tissue morphology.
1 Both here and in ref. [3] force-balanced states are obtained
using the Polak-Ribie`re variant of the conjugate gradient al-
gorithm [29], e.g., as implemented in the GNU Scientific Li-
brary [30].
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Figure 11. We also performed an alternative set of simulations in
which T1 and T2 (cell apoptosis) transitions are allowed. Specif-
ically, T1 transit ons are at empted on an edge when its length is
shorter than 16% the average edge lengths in the system while T2
transition are carried out on cells with area less than 10% of the
average cell area. The phase diagram for tissue mechanical states
remained the same with this protocol.
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Figure 12. A direct comparison between the topologies generated in
vertex model and experimental observations in wild type Drosophila
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four-fold vertices and (3) rosettes are plotted as function of Z.
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